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Fire Pumps

The protection of life and property in publicly and
privately owned facilities is the ultimate goal, but
insurance concerns are what really drive the
market.  Some properties do not qualify for
insurance without an approved fire system, and
others receive a substantial insurance discount
that makes a fire pump system a sound financial
investment.
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Fire Pumps
Fire pumps for industrial plants and similar
locations have a range of capacities from 500 to
5,000 gallons per minute. Their principal use is to
make available large amounts of water for fire
protection. They make take suction from  a public
main to increase the pressure available from such
a source, but they are often provided with their
own reservoirs, suction tanks or wells, making the
plant independent of piped water from public
systems.
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Fire Pumps

Pumps which are used to make up pressure
deficiencies in water supplies (which otherwise are
of adequate volume), are referred to as “booster”
pumps. These are often installed in a by-pass so
that the city  or other supply may be used directly
when desired. Booster pumps may be of 50 to
1500 gallons per minute capacity.
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Fire Pumps
Throughout the world, fire
pumps have saved
countless lives and
property from destruction.
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How is a
Fire Pump
different?
Pumps that are sold as Listed and
Approved Fire Pumps have
undergone testing for reliability
and unfailing service, meeting the
stringent requirements of various
governing bodies.
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Governing Bodies

NFPA - National Fire Protection Association
UL - Underwriters Laboratories
FM - Factory Mutual
IRI - Industrial Risk Insurers
CE - European Commission
ETL – Electrical Testing Laboratories
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NFPA
Organized in 1896 by a group of insurance
company representatives to address the
unreliability of automatic sprinkler systems
due to a lack of standardization
Pamphlet 20 – the installation of stationary
pumps for fire protection
 Pipe size of systems
 Testing of equipment
 Types of drivers, controllers and accessories
 Installation design
 Field testing of equipment
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Performance Criteria
Per NFPA 20 , fire pumps shall have the following rated
capacities in GPM, and net pressures of 40 PSI or more:

25 GPM 400 GPM 2000 GPM

50 GPM 450 GPM 2500 GPM

100 GPM 500 GPM 3000 GPM

150 GPM 750 GPM 3500 GPM

200 GPM 1000 GPM 4000 GPM

250 GPM 1250 GPM 4500 GPM

300 GPM 1500 GPM 5000 GPM
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Pump Characteristics

Each pump is tested for performance.
Pump must be capable of doing 150% of
rated flow while maintaining at least 65%
of rated head.
Pump must have curve with rising pressure
toward shutoff which shall not exceed
140% of total rated head.
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Typical Centrifugal Fire Pump Curve
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Pump Characteristics

Shutoff  headShutoff  head Design pointDesign point
(rated head)(rated head) Secondary pointSecondary point

((6565% @% @ 150150%)%)
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Pump Characteristics
A fire pump must maintain this performance
with a 15 foot lift condition
 Including allowance for velocity and friction loss

through all suction pipe and fittings, the size of the
suction shall be such that the total equivalent
operating suction lift will not exceed 15 feet.
 A long suction pipe introduces excessive friction

loss.
 An uneven grade may leave high spots where an

air pocket may break suction.
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Pump Characteristics
Performance Parameters

UL 448 (§28.1.a) refers to Hydraulic Institute
Standard 2000 (§1.6.5.3)
 For up to 500’ TDH (216 PSI) acceptance tolerance is

+5%, -0%
 For above 500’ TDH (216 PSI) acceptable tolerance is

+3%, -0%
This is because the Factory Certified Curve is based
on a test with a calibrated motor. Since conditions
in the field may vary performance, this is a
characteristic curve.
 As driver RPM varies, the TDH will change to the square of

the ratio of the RPM change
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Pump Characteristics
Packed stuffing boxes with bronze split packing
glands
Each pump has a Certified Performance Test
with eight data points from Shutoff to beyond
the secondary duty condition:
 Capacity
 Pressure
 Horsepower

A Hydrostatic Test for five minutes at 150% of
the sum of pump’s shutoff head + maximum
allowable suction head, but in no case less
than 250 PSI
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Types of UL/FM Fire Pumps

Horizontal Split Case
Vertical Split Case
Vertical In-Line
Vertical Turbine
Positive Displacement
(foam concentrate or water mist applications)
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Split Case Fire Pumps
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Horizontal Split Case
Flows from 200 – 5000 GPM
Pressures from 40 – 646 PSI
Electric or diesel driver
Needs positive suction supply
UL Listed and FM Approved / NFPA-20 design
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Horizontal Split Case Benefits

Ease of Installation and Maintenance
Longevity and Durability
Serviceability
Reliability
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Horizontal Split Case Applications
Warehouse
Manufacturing Plant
Hospital
University or large school
Diesel – remote locations that do not
have electricity
Diesel – Hospital (100% back-up)
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Vertical Split Case
Space saving design
In-line piping arrangement
Register fit to prevent
misalignment
Protects against potential flooding
if pump room is in a low area
Good for retrofits
Flows from 250 to 2500 GPM
Pressures from 40 to 260 PSI
UL Listed and FM approved /
NFPA-20 design
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Vertical Turbine

Flows from 250 to 5000 GPM
Pressures from 40 to 519 PSI
No priming
Adaptability to water level
Compact “footprint”
No alignment necessary
Minimal maintenance
Electric or Diesel driven
UL and FM approved / NFPA-20 design
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Vertical Turbine Applications

Where city water is not available
Ponds and lakes to utilize water supply
Only pump approved for suction lift
conditions
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Pressure Maintenance (Jockey) Pumps
Vertical Multistage
 Flows from 2.5 to 50 GPM
 Pressures from 45 to 330 PSI

Regenerative Turbine
 Flows from 2.5 to 45 GPM
 Pressures from 45 to 215 PSI

Jockey pumps are normally sized for
1% flow and a 10 – 20 PSI higher
pressure of the fire pump
Maintains system pressure to prevent
the main fire pump from starting
when small leaks occur in the system.
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Diesel Engine Characteristics
Listed rating is for 77oF at 300 feet above sea level
Derate HP 3% for every 1000 feet above 300 feet
Derate HP 1%  for every 10oF above 77oF
Horsepower ratings are for given RPMs: 1460, 1750,
1900, 2100, 2300, 2600, 2800, 3000
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Diesel Engines
Must be specifically labeled for fire pump service
Must have at least a 10% reserve in HP
Must be derated for altitude and temperature
 3% derate for every 1000’ altitude above 300’
 1% derate for every 10oF above 77oF ambient

temperature
Two methods for recharging the storage
batteries:
 Engine alternator
 Battery chargers in the controller
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Diesel Engines
Cooling water shall be piped through a threaded rigid
pipe from the discharge of the pump to the inlet of the
heat exchanger
Outlet for the wastewater from the heat exchanger shall
be one size larger than the inlet and discharged into a
visible waste cone
Engine must be protected from the elements
Minimum ambient temperature for the pump room is
40oF
Maximum temperature is 120oF at the air cleaner inlet
with the engine running at rated load
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Diesel Engines
Fuel tank is to be sized 1 gallon per HP plus 10%
 5% for expansion
 5% for sump

One fuel tank per engine and shall be reserved
exclusively for the fire pump diesel engine
Fuel tank must located above ground
Fuel tank outlet shall be at a level higher than the
engine’s fuel transfer pump
In zones capable of 32oF or lower, the fuel tank shall be
located in the pump room
Engine shall be started no less than once a week and
run for no less than 30 minutes
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Fire Pump Controllers
Fire pump controllers do the obvious: they detect pressure
drops in sensing lines and attempt to start the pump driver,
either an electric motor or diesel engine.
Controllers are also equipped with backup starting methods
in the event the controller fails to start the driver in
automatic mode.
 The agencies have done an excellent job of protecting the integrity

of fire pump systems.  Controllers are over 99% effective as a first
response to a fire situation when properly installed and maintained.
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Fire Pump Controllers
The starting method is the number one factor in
distinguishing different control types.
Each starting method requires a different amount of
amperage to start identical motors. Once a motor has
been started, the running amperage is the same for all
controllers.
Starting amperage is six times the running amperage,
and many jobsites do not have service this large
available.  Therefore, reduced voltage controllers are
required.
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Starting Methods & Inrush Currents

Across The Line – Full locked rotor current (LRC)
Part Winding Start – 66% of LRC
Primary Resistance – 50% of LRC
Wye-Delta Start – 33% of LRC
Auto Transformer – 42% of LRC
Soft Start – varies by starting method selected
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Fire Pump Controller Location

Controller shall be located as close
as possible to the drive unit and be
within line of sight
Controller shall be so located or so
protected that it will not be
damaged by water escaping from
the pump or pump connections
Current-carrying components shall
be a minimum of 12 inches above
floor level
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Required Fire Pump Accessories
Automatic Air Release Valve
 To exhaust air from the pump casing when the

pump is started
Discharge Pressure Gauge and Compound
Suction Gauge with Snubber Valves
Circulation Relief Valve
 On all electric driven units to keep the pump from

overheating when operating at churn
Ball Drip Valve
 To automatically drain the header line in the pump

room to prevent freezing
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System Accessories - Electric
Controller
Electric motor & unit base
Coupling & guard
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System Accessories - Diesel
Diesel engine & unit base
 Water cooled with heat exchanger
 Radiator cooled

Controller
Driveshaft or coupling and guard
Batteries, racks & cables
Muffler & flexible exhaust connector
Fuel tank with fittings
 Emergency Vent
 Fill cap
 Fuel Gage
 Lockable valve
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Packaged Fire Pump Systems
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Packaged Fire Pump Systems
Accommodate all styles of
Fire Pumps, electric or diesel
Designed specifically to meet
the particular applications
requirements
Available with complete
housing enclosures
Built to NFPA 20/ NEC
Standards
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Why Packaged Fire Pump Systems?

Single source responsibility
 Manufacturer has full responsibility for all

aspects of design and engineering

Less time required on the job site
Fixed cost
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Packaged System Buildings
Designed to meet specific environmental requirements
Finished Through Wall or Floor Penetration
Electric Heaters with built-in thermostats
AC Motor / Solenoid Operated Louvers
Exterior High Pressure Sodium Light
Single Point Electrical Connection
Interior Emergency Lighting
Sprinkler System per NFPA
Easy Access Entries
PE Stamp Available
All Steel Building
Ceiling Hatch
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Inspection, Testing & Maintenance
NFPA 25 governs the inspection, testing, and
maintenance of water-based fire protection
systems
 Chapter 8 provides the minimum requirements

for inspection, testing and maintenance of fire
pump assemblies

Key elements of this standard are:
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The EndThe End
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